Autobooks works hard to make small business banking simple. Through our partnerships with banks and
credit unions, small business owners can gain access to a modern suite of tools to help making running
their business easier.
When you join Autobooks, you're joining a team dedicated to small business growth. We want your
ideas, passion and experience to continue improving what we offer.
Our downtown Detroit HQ is in the vibrant Madison building, named one of the World's Coolest Offices
by Inc. Magazine. Autobooks also has a growing presence in Texas with a satellite office in Austin; and
offers flexible, remote work environments for certain roles.
Ready to help change what it means to do small business? Let's talk.

The Role:
As the company’s first line of defense against unauthorized access from outside sources and potential
security threats, security engineers have a very important job to do. Not only will you know how to
pinpoint any potential threats, but you will also know how to plan and prepare before any security
threats take place. In this role, you will act as an all-in-one security team by implementing and testing
strategies, reporting on any incidents for future preparation, keeping track of the status of network
security, and educating other team members to raise security awareness.

Responsibilities:
Implementing/Monitoring/Testing

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

implementing and managing security software, programs, and policies
identifying new methods to solve existing production security issues
assisting with installation or processing of new security products and procedures
developing automation scripts to handle and track incidents
conducting scans of networks to find vulnerabilities
conducting penetration testing
monitoring networks and systems for security breaches or intrusions
testing security solutions using industry standard analysis criteria

Prevention
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

developing common set of security standards and practices
recommending security enhancements to management
watching out for anomalous user and system behavior
change control approval changes in software, hardware, and user needs
helping plan an organization’s information security strategy
educating staff members on information security through training and awareness
recommending modifications in legal, technical and regulatory areas

Investigation/Response

•
•
•

leading incident response activities
leading investigations into how breaches happen
reporting findings to management

Required Experience/Skills:
•
•
•
•
•

Bachelor’s in Computer Science or related technology field or equivalent experience
Expert knowledge of cybersecurity
Strong investigative tendencies
Naturally curious and a problem solver
Relevant certifications are a plus

Our Values:
•
•
•
•

Teamwork
Sense of Urgency
Integrity/Ethics
Accountability

Job Type:
•

Full Time

Job Location:
•

Detroit, MI

A flexible, entrepreneurial work environment and team atmosphere makes this a great place to work.
Please provide a complete resume and work history detailing your qualifications and experience to
careers@autobooks.co and indicate “Security Engineer” as the subject. To learn more about us, visit
www.autobooks.co.

